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Early Christianity held secrets equal to those of other great religions, says Annie Besant. Its

first followers guarded them as priceless treasures. After an increasingly rigid hierarchy began

to bury these truths in the early centuries A.D., they were known only to a few initiates, who

communicated them privately, often in obscure language. In Esoteric Christianity, Besant's aim

is to restore the secret truths underlying Christian doctrine. As public interest grows in the

Gnostic Gospels and the mystical side of Christianity, Besant's remarkable book, first published

in 1901, is attracting new attention.



The Second Coming of Christ: The Resurrection of the Christ Within You, Inner Christianity: A

Guide to the Esoteric Tradition, The Masters and The Path, The Monad: And Other Essays

upon the Higher Consciousness, The Mystery of Christ: The Life-Changing Revelation of the

Great Initiate (Sacred Wisdom Book 5), The Mystical Qabalah (Paths to Inner Power S.), Karma

David Longworth, “Food For Thought. In "Esoteric Christianity," Besant discusses some of the

origins of Christianity and esoteric symbolism and teachings within the Holy Bible. She also

demonstrates how many religions practiced around the world and throughout ancient history

are all traced to Christianity being "The Religion." After reading this book, as a God-loving

Christian I feel like I got sprayed by a water hose of food for thought even though there are

some statements within the book I disagree with; one such statement I disagree against is

Besant's perception that "prayer isn't needed when one is at one with God" since I believe ALL

Christians should pray. There have been times when I have sat in church just listening to the

preacher and so forth and some of Besant's teachings would come to mind.”

Kevin Kiersky, “The Rose Cross in Full Bloom +++. I was somewhat wary of opening this little

book by Anne Besant -- as I was quite aware of her fierce radical and Theosophical

background -- which could interfere with a truly beneficial presentation of Esoteric Christianity.

But I did open this slim work and read from it at various spots at once -- as Anne Besant

continued to surprise me with both her deep insight AND sympathy for Esoteric Christianity --

as NOT opposed to Exoteric Christianity. Indeed she makes spot-on usage of World Religion,

Western History and Exoteric Christianity -- with strong support of and to Exoteric Christianity.

Her background even is seen to give her determination and special angles on this special topic

-- even if such extra angles may be uncomfortable for narrow-minded or close-hearted

folks.Her general approach has a fluid, clear and sharp rationale -- effectively seeing aspects

as they are via certain critical angles. Such as her looking at The Christ from three views --

historical, mythical and mystical -- with a coherent chapter for each. Each and every chapter

has such a coherent theme -- and they match very well what a seeker would want to know

about Esoteric Christianity in harmony with Exoteric Christianity. A great example of this is

chapter five "The Mythic Christ". From the start of this chapter, Anne Besant gives a

surprisingly strong defense of Jesus -- versus attackers using Comparative Mythology against

Religion. Indeed she uses such rationale to defend and extend the Legacy of Jesus. Her

special point-of-view does stand out here with wide and deep connections to other Traditions

and Ideas -- but focused on supporting the Legacy of Jesus. She supports Prayer, Trinity and

other traditional Christian aspects likewise. These Thematic Chapters are done so well-and-

good that I feel it wise to quote in full her Afterword to sum up "Esoteric Christianity" +++"We

have reached the end of a small work on a great subject, and have only lifted a corner of the

Veil that hides the Virgin of Eternal Truth from the careless eyes of men. The hem of her

garment only has been seen, heavy with gold, richly light with pearls. Yet even this, as it waves

slowly, breathes out celestial fragrances -- the sandal and rose-attar of fairer worlds than our

own. What should be the unimaginable glory, if the Veil were lifted, and we saw the face of the

divine Mother, and in Her arms the Child who is the very Truth? Before that Child the Seraphim

ever veil their faces, who then of mortal birth may look on Him and live?Yet since man abides

His very Self, who shall forbid him to pass within the Veil and to see with 'open face the glory of

the Lord'? From the Cave to highest Heaven, such was the pathway of the Word made Flesh,



and known as the Way of the Cross. Those who share the manhood also share the Divinity,

and may tread where He has trodden. "What Thou art, That am I." "”

peter, “i can't help but wonder. Knowing what we know now how miss Besant would have seen

Christianity ?the new forward written by by smoley starts out asking a good question . we

here in the early 21 century are facign a new crisis with Christianity on the one hand more

people are turning away form religion and taking up a very materialist point of view I.E.

atheiston the other hand religion (and probably a reaction to this) is turning more violent more

fundamentalist and more insane from militant islam to fundamentalist Christianityhow can this

be happening ?And i think besant gives a good example of how it can be stopped and turned

around . but you have to read it to find out .besant always drawing form buddhist christian

hindu and rosicrucian neo platonic vedanta sources paints a fun ride i must say as always

insightful and a delight .One interesting academic part of this book i liked was besants

connecting labilicus to neo platonic thought i don't think any one has seen this very obvious

connection its quite amazing how could people miss this?Although I like Besants writings this i

felt is not her strongest, it's lacking, although its powerful and insightful like all her writings, this

one feels it misses something. I Think if she would have had more information like texts found

in the 40s some years after her death than this book could have been much better. Anyway by

far my favorite besant book is 

  

Thought-Forms”

The Observer, “The Christianity The Church Has Lost. Christianity had almost lost me when I

came across this book. With a church increasingly damaged by scandals, and more interested

in politics and political correctness than in spreading the "Good News of the Kingdom of God",

I was on the point of final divorce, and I kept remembering Jesus' words, "Why do you call me

"Lord, Lord" and never do what I tell you". (Luke 6: 46) The church, for me, has lost its way and

is of no further use to enlighten the people, which is why the congregations decrease and the

buildings go up for sale. So close I was to parting company with Christianity, then I read Annie

Besant's book, "Esoteric Chrisrianity". What a revelation. Here is the Christianity the church

has lost. If you are one of the souls who, like me, have lost faith in the churches, of whatever

denomonation, then I urge you to read this book.  It may just save your faith !”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 53 people have provided feedback.
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